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Too many cooksâ€¦Blood is thicker than water. But whose blood? And who is the stranger at Jillâ€™s

door?â€¦are after my custard creams.
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This edition just - annoyed me. The main theme seemed to be Jill's lying to cover her "secrets",

when in reality she is covering her behind.The plot and the who dunnit were so obvious that for Jill

to not instantly catch on strains credulity.Do a better job next time Adele or the next book will be my

last.

I really enjoyed this series at the beginning. It was a fun little read. If I were paying $.99 I might

consider continuing this ongoing plot challenged series. The story used to have a beginning, middle

and ending with enough "what's going to happen next?" to keep me coming back. Not so much

anymore.



I don't usually do reviews on books. What I love another person may hate!Since I'm on the 14th

book in this series, I decided it's about time I at least post something ;)I am addicted to these books.

I love the way Adele Abbott brings the characters to life and I'm always waiting to see what's going

to happen next. The characters are so much fun, I have a hard time putting the books down once I

get started! At the same time I want to take my time because I know when I finish it I'll have to WAIT

for the next book!This is a great read if you're looking for some fun characters!

Adele Abbott is one of my new favorite authors. I read everything she's written and I am dying for

more.The characters are fresh, edgy, funny and keep you entertained until the end of the story. It is

never predictable or what you might think it could be in the outcome. You keep guessing for the

entire story.

I recommend reading them in order, there are some characters and plot threads that make more

sense if you've read the others. And I'm excited to learn about the mysterious man who was stalking

Jill in this book. I enjoy how there are always multiple plots in every story. I think there's some set up

for future plots.

After I finish The Witch P.I. books I feel let down and exhilarated at the same time. Firstly, Let down

because I'm so into the book, the pages just fly by and exhilarated because I know there is another

one around the corner to read, and more crazy relatives and clients to enjoy.In this book, there are

vampire problems, snow globes, lost dogs, Ma Chivers is back, sabotage and sign problems to

name a few. And who is the man saying he knows Jill?Stay tuned for the next installment, because

I'm already chafing at the bit waiting!!!!Dana Pratt

So this is along the same lines as the previous books and still good. Jill has a few mysteries to solve

and she does in a timely manner that keeps you entertained. There was a bit more interaction

between Jill and Jack but not much so this isn't a romance by any means. Winky is still funny and

Kathy still first rating.

Wow so much happening , love this book all the crazy things she goes through especially with her

cat Winky who is a pain in the butt . She has to keep her secret of being a witch from her boyfriend

and her family, always in trouble. The story just keeps getting better and better, can't wait for the

next book ...
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